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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new class of replicated distributed databases
offering high levels of dism*bution transparency for very large
networks of processing sites. The class is distinguished by the
restriction that processing sites possess limited rather than complete
knowledge of the data objects and sites in the system. The
traditional data directory is replaced by a more sophisticated
knowledge model. An axiomatic flamework identifying the
fundamental properties of the class is presented. A topological
network model is developed front this framework as the basis of the
knowledge model. The practical importance of supporting
automnms sub-&mains is recognised and accommodated in the
topological model. A propositional calculus is presented to sin@ify
reasmhg about the physical locadon of &ta. A series of heuristics
that minimize the search flort required to discover an object’s
location are presented. The merits of the proposed model and
search heuristics are d%monstrated by developing an outline of the
main operational procedure peculiar to the proposed class: the data
location algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most Distributed Databases(DDBs) to date have employed small
numbers of processingsites. It is, however. likely thab with the
inmasing maturity of the supportive communications and
computing technologies, new DDB applications will emerge
requiring larger numbers (e.g. hundmds) of coope&ng sites.
Examples might include new telecommunicationssmvices such as
on-line electronic directory servicesor public accessda@ases.New
value-addedtelephony services such as automatic call redirection
could also be establishedby incorporatinga DDB site within each
telephone exchange.Other industries also likely to develop large
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DDB applicationsinclude financial institutions (e.g. account1ccord8
for electronic funds transfer), travel (e.g. airline resavatioas) and
real eatate(e.g. pmperty listings).
Thedatadimcmry’iscriticaltotbesuccessoftheseIargersystesns.
lkrearehoweveranumberofproblemsinheruntindetenG@
which sites should possessversions of the directory, and how
completethese versions should be. Suppose,lbr example,that the
entiredimctoryresidedataspecialsitektmwnbyallothcrsitea
This arrangementSuffeR from 2 major disadvan~
(1) all
intaactionswiththedatabase~thecoetrmddeleyofanmote
accesstofindtherequireddata,and(2)therelWlhyofthesystem
maybecompromkedasnointemctionscouldbeprocessadifthe
storage site or its communication links Wed. Another possible
arrangementwouldbetoreplicatethedktoryateachsite.This
may however impose an -lestorageburdmonsmaller
capacity sites, and result in sigmficant network congestion as all
directory copieswould require updatingwheneverdatawas relocated
orasitejoinedorleftthesystem.
Thaeisariskofnetwork
congestion in this arrangementand it is lihely that .the msponse
delays would often prove unacceptable ACCW3tOtlECUUplete
directorycouldalsoresultinthecont&ictaysituationthatauser
knowsthe]ocationofanobjectwhosecJristeaceissuppoaedtobe
unknown to that uses(i.e. knowledgeof an objectsexkknce may be
subjectto an ~cce8scontrol).
onesolutiontotheseoperationalproblemsispsopoKdandexplosed
in this paper the diiectory knowledge available to any site is
restrictedtoincludeonlyitsownobjects,andtho6epossessedbya
well-chosen subsetof other sites. No other informatia~ about the
restofthenetwork,arevenofitse~,isdirrctlyavailableto
any site. Such a system, introduced here, is called a Partially
I@onned Distributed Database (PIDDB). IWitioniug

the d&tory

in this way enablesit to be distributed while avoiding the problans
discusse4iabove. Sites may posseasd.iffe&g subsetsof the global
directoryandsomecomponentsofthedhecunymaybereplicatedat
severalsites: l-be PIDDB class provides the conor@@ l&rework
for a wide range of informati~ retrieval and transactionpmce&ng
applications. llleprincipalpurposeofthispaperismesmblishthis
fnmework and to demonstrateits potenW for developing efficient
implementations.
Distributed query processing typically involves transferring data
objectsbetweensites for partial executionat different sites.Oncethe
1. DDBs
rites.
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location of all of the required objects is known, an acceptably
efficient pmcekng schedulecan be generated.A preliminary phase
of PIDDB query processing therefore involves discovering the
locations of any required data objectsthat are e describedby the
locally available directory knowledge. Numerous techniqueshave
been developedfor efficient query processingboth within a single
site and between sites when data locations are known [3-g].
Distributed schedule generation algorithms typically employ
heuristic hill climbing techniques basedon semi-join programs[9].
Examplesinclude the query processorused in SDD-1 [lo] and the
AHY algorithms [11,121.
The emphasisof this paper is placed on data location techniques
since it is this problem that char~terixes the PIDDB class. The
main objectivesare:
1. to formalize a number of assertionsand observationsas a
conceptualframeworkof generalapplicability, and
2. to develop the basis of somespecigc data location techniques
within this fdmework.
Furtherjustification of the PIDDB notion is given in section2. The
conceptualframeworkof the PIDDB classis presentedin Section3.
?he notion of fqking a query to determine the set of relevant
object locations is inn&uced. A model of the required meta
databawis developedin Section4. ,Tbis includes a logical network
topology and a descriptiveknowledge framework. An outline of a
distributed data location algorithm is given in Section 5. This
algorithm employs an kuristic seurch hierurchy and demonstrates
the features of the pmposed knowledge model. A knowledge
calculus is pmposedin an Appendix to simplify the expressionof
and reasoningabout the location of objectswithin the dambase.
2. JUSTIFICATION

OF THE PIDDB NOTION

The notion of a partklly informed system is justified by
demonstratingthat a completelyuninformedsystemis infeasible(the
problems associated with a large, fully infcrmed system am
disc4
above). Such a systemmay locate data by broadcasting
requests for directory knowledge; the complexity of this search
procedureis O(N). for a network of N sites. While theoretically
acceptable,it is likely to result in a great deal of unproductive
processingand network congestionmay result when N is large. The
problem is compoundedas the numberof concurtenttransactionsT
and objects0 referencedby eachtransactionincrease.As T is likely
to increasewith N it is likely that the responsetime will become
unacceptablylong for certain combinationsof N. T and 0. The
introduction of a knowledge model, in which sites know certain
remoteobjectsand sites, has the potential to significantly reducethe
cost and delay of the data location process;the resultant systemis
partially informed as assert& Use of a knowledgemodel implies
that n < N sites will be visited (hopefully n cc N). The cost and
delay of the data location problem will be minimized when an
optimal searchpath for visiting the n sites is found Unfortunately.
the number of possible searchpaths grows exponentiallyawith N.
Thus to achievea linear reduction (scaling) in the delay and cost of
the data location process,an intractable optimization problem must
be solved. This paper proposesthe basis of a suitable knowledge
model to realize the benefits of constraining the data location
procedure. Firmer notions of which sites and objects should be
known. how this information should be expressedand the special
propertiesof the PIDDB classare developedbelow.

3. CONCEPTUAL

FRAMEWORK

The PIDDB conceptualframeworkis developedbelow by adopting
a referencearchitecture,identifying an axiomatic framework.and by
proposingthe notion of refining a query.
The relational datamodel [13], [3] is assumedthroughoutthis paper
relation x (or any lower case letter) is representedR,. The
assumptionthat all user level data objects are relations dues a
imply any loss of generality.

3.1 ReferenceArchitecture
A distributed databasereference architecture3is developed by
augmenting the ANSUSPARC model [14.15] of a centmlixed
(single site) dambasesystemwith additional schemasthat describe
the distribution of information. Four new schemasare introduced
abovethe centralizedcmceptual schemaas shown in Figure 1. The
global, fragmentationand allocation schemasare site independentin
the sensethat they are not concernedwith the details of the local
data models, storage structures or access strategies. The local
mappingschemais howeversite dependent‘Ibis schemadefinesthe
translation betweenthe global and local data modelsor Data Base
ManagementSystems(DBMS). Data objectsmay, for example,be
organ&d locally into CODASYL [16] sets and globally into
relations. Such a system is heterogeneous.unlike homogencour
systemsin which identical DBMSs (and hence data models) am
llsedatallsites.
The global schema (GS) provides a timeinvariane abstract
descriptionof the global relationsR,. Its role is similar to that of the
ANSI/SPARCconceptualschemain that it is concernedpurely with
the content and semauticsof the conceptualrecords.‘Ihe logical or
physical distribution of these records is transparentin the global
schema.
The frasmentution schema (FS) is concemed with partitioning the

global relations into logical fragments.This partitioning is typically
useful where subsetsof a relation possesscommonproper& so that
it is convenient to allocate them as atomic entities. The FS of a
specific relation is denoted F(R,J Fragment a (an integer) of
relation R, is representedR,O.(e.g.Rjs).
Tbe relation allocation schema(RAS) is concernedwith the physical
allocation of the logical fragmentsto the processingsites.It is often
convenient to consider the allocation schemas of particular
fragmentsrathex than of completerelations. It is generally true that
asseationsand restrictions effecting the fragment allocation schema
(FAS) also hold for the relation allocation schema.lbe unquahfied
term “allocation schema(AS)” shall thereforebe taken to refer to
the FAS below. The RAS and FAS. denoted A&) and A(R,o)
respectively,are relatedby the constraintz

This implies that all componentsof R, are mapped onto some
fragmentR,“. It is desirablethat this mappingminimize the overlap
between fmgments. otherwise it would be diflicult to model the
allocation of data objects if they were partially replicatedbetween
logical fragments.

3. Ihe~rchiraPlreuKdinrhirpopcrirNbnun*llythpdcrcribedbyCeri~d
Pclagatti [9] with minor utmrionr to the alloath
schema

4. RrtiuldcommercLlccmr-~diartcthuh~amtbererchanu
occurfrrmrimetotime.1lirimplidt~nrbchrmgumouldocEur~~
and ojjlk.
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problpn is stmm to be Np-cQnplete in [I].
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-------------------------Global
Schema
t
Distributed Schemas
F3z2iY
(site independent)
t
Allocation
Schema

schemaclass develops the application of the referencearchitecture
of Figure 1 to PIDDB systems.The knowledge assertions extend
this and defmes terminology to assist reasoning about object
locations. (Thesenotions are developedfurther in the Appendix as a
knowledge calculus.) The atomkity assertions identify some
inherentrestrictionsof the PIDDB class.
While most of theseaxioms are self expbumtory.someelabomdon
concerningaxiom Al0 is required, lbe restriction this lnuoducesis
justified by considering that: (1) the additional data vohrme
required to stoxe the FS of those hgments not held locally is
typically insignificant comparedwith the sire of the local fragments,
and (2) the data location process would be signhkntly more
complex if A10 did E apply. (see[2].)

3.4 Query Refinement
Various levels of knowledgemay be held about objects. A query is
said to be completely unrqined (wvcfincd), partially rcfincd, or
completely rfined

(@ted)

acceding to how well the fmgmea~ts

referencedby the query ate known:
l

Local Schemas
(site dependent)

unrejined:

All

the relations in the query are completely

unkuown (by axiom A8).
l

partially refined: At least one soughtrelation is in the LGS and

its FS is known (by axiom AT).
. refined: All the relations in the query are completelyknown (by
axiom A8).
-w--m

---------------------

Figure 1: DDB Reference Architecture
Definitions of the information containedin the glw fragmentation
and relation allocation scheanasof data objectsare pmposedin [l].
Thesedefinitions provide a preciseenvhonmentfor the development
of datalocation and other opemtionalprocedures.

3.2 Distribution Transparency
It is desirable that all of the schemasunder the global level be
transparentto users and application programs.Such systemsthen
appear centralixed to their users and offer a high degree of
distribution tmnsparency. The two aspects of distribution
tram-y
of particular relevance to this paper are: (1)
fragmentationdesign,and (2) location and replication of fragments.
ItisafmMamentalpmpertyofthePIDDB
classthatthesystembe
capable of automatic&y selecting and “navigating” to the storage
sites without user intervention.sIt would otherwisebe difficult and
umeasom&leto expect users to associatedata objects with their
stomge locations; it may be impossible in larger systemswhere
~bations aremoredynamic. It would also be difflcuh to preserve
global consistency between replicated objects during update
operationsin PIDDB systemsthat could s automaticallydetermine
the current locations of all replications of an object. Large systems
capableof automatically maintaining global consistencym also
be capableof offering full data location and replication transparency
totbeuser.

3.3 PIDDB Axiomatic Framework
An axiomatic frameworkof the PIDDB class of DDBs is presented
in Table 1. This framework is partitioned into three classes.The
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Three refinementclassesare defined by identifying thesedefinitions
with knowledge of the comeqmnding schema& Queries are
thereforeclasshkd by their refinementclassas global, fragment, or
allocalkm

queries.

The objective of the data location processis to refine the user‘s
global query into a carrespondingallocation query. The initiating
site would typically refine the query using its locally availabk
information. Any unrefined residueswould be relayed to other sites
to continue the process.The query is thereforeincrementally r@ed
as progressivelysimplified versions are relayed betweensites. The
datalocation processterminateswhen the query is fully retied with
respect to each of the objects required to process the query.
Detailed definitions of the information associated with each
refinement class are necessaryfor the developmentof the data
location procedure;theseare given in 111.

4. TOPOLOGICAL MODEL
The logical netwok topology defines the information framework
within which any data location procedure must operate. This
frameworkspecifieswhat hind of information sitespossessaboutthe
rest of the network and how this information is organ&d (i.e. the
operational mera database). Witbout such a framework the only
possible searchalgorithm would be one that randomly explored the
netwcrk until the query was completely refined. The framework
proposed below is suitable for modeling the network topologies
commonlyencounteredin practice(e.g. star,ring, hierarchical). It is
implicit in the definition of the PIDDB class that no site would
know the entire me&database. The portion known to a site
constitutesits loc& knowledge view (LKV).
‘Ihe topology partitions the network into sets of neighbourscalled
N-Sets. All N-Setscontain at leastone site and all sitesare assigned
to at least one N-Set Sites assignedto multiple N-Sets define the
overlapping articulation points between those sets. Groups of Nsetsoverlapping in this way de&e a neighbourhood. Sites are not
remired to store anv data obiects in order to be able to initiate or

TABLE 1: PIDDB Axiomatic Framework

available locall

fragmentRF of a relation RX then it must know the definition of each

executequeries.

Nk.

A network would typically be partitioned into a number of disjoint
neighbourhoods.Theseneighbourhoodsmust however be connected
in somefashion so that the location or existenceof remotedatacan
be detemined. Hyper-Sefs (H-Sets) of N-Sets are inaoduced to
provide this COMection.
H-Sets defme the mappings of object
names onto the N-sets posesing replications of those objects.
These mappings identify objects by theii global rather than
allocation schemanamesas H-Setswould typically be usedto begin
processing mu-e&d queries. H-Sets may contain any arbitrary
collection of N-Sets and neighbomhood8. H-Sets may be nested,
but other forms of overlap are “of permitted. Nesting would
typically be useful in large networks where groups of sites were
administeredby differing agencies.Each H-Set would correspondto
an autonomous managementdomain. Such complex networks
requite a global H-Set (HJ that encloses the entire network to
ensurethat disjoint partitions of knowledgedo not occur.

Sites possessextensive knowledge about their neigh&mm, limited
knowledgeabout certain other N-Sets,and M, knowledgeabout any
other site. Each neighbour is described by its communication
parameters,usage costs and status. Communication pammeters
would typically include the netwok address and the expected
connection costs and delays. Usagecosts’ would typically include
chargesper query or may be on the basis of connect time or the
volume of data accessed. Status information* would typically
include whether the neighbour is up or down and its dynamic
utilization (e.g. load average),
Figure 2 demonshatesa sample topology comprising 19 sites, 11
N-Setsand 6 H-Sets.Sitesam representedas solid circles. N-Setsas
enclosing ellipses and H-Setsas shadedregions. H-setsat the same
level of nesting (with respect to HJ are shaded similarly. An
example of an extended neighbourhoodconnectedvia articulation
points is given in H-Set H,,.

Each N-Set is immediatelycontainedwithin or possessedby exactly
one H-Set. N-Setsmay be eitherpee or bolurd in H-Sets.N-Set Nk
is fzee in H-Set 6 if 6 enclosesNk. and no other H-Set enclosed
within w enclosesNk Nk is otherwise bound in Q if q encloses
6. Neighhoudwodr may 9

however spm H-Sea boundaries.
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Set %. Active replications a~ updatable and converge towards
consistentvalues within a setding period alter an update. Shadows
are possessedby remoteH-Setsand are static “snapshots”of active
replications. H,, knows where shadows reside and automatically
issues refreshed snapshots whenever the active replications are
updated. Sites in H-Sets remote to II,, can therefore minimize
rerrieval costsand delaysby accessinga local shadow.

Figure 2: A Sample Network
Guidelines for the establishmentof set boundariesare discussedin
[I]. Formal schemasdefining the information associatedwith NSetsand H-Setshave beenproposedand applied to the development
of the data location and updatealgorithmsf1.21.

4.1 Gateway N-Sets
Each H-Set containing free N-Setsincludes a distinguishedgateway
N-Set Ns through which all communicationswith other management
domains (i.e. remote H-Sets) are directed. Local gateways am
denotedNd; remotegatewaysare denotedNB:
Ng~c HI
Nmr~ IE,
There are severalmasonsfur introducing gateways:
1. the volume of traffic between H-Sets may be significantly
reduced. The gateway may distribute remotely sourced
updateswithin its local H-Set,
2. securecommunicationsmay be establishedbetweendomains
(i.e. authentication protocols can be employed between
gatewayN-Sets).
3. the characteristics (e.g. speed, storage, commnnication

channels etc) of the gateway sites can be chosen to avoid
communicationsbottlenecks.
All sites within Ns possessa knowledge kernel. This contains
infonuation about:
. the local (immediatelyenclosing)H-Set Hi,
. the set of remoteH-Setsknowing Hi,
. the global H-Set I-Is,
. the set of remote H-Sets possessingshadows($4.2) of locally
owned objects,and
. enclosingH-Setsthat do m contain free NSets9.

4.2 Types of Replications
Data and meta-objectsmay be replicated at multiple sites within a
PIDDB. Replications are classified as either dctive or passive and
are referred to as replications and shud~w~~ respectively. All
active replications are owned and maintainedwithin the owning H-

Sites may possessshadow descriptionsof remote H-Sets II,.. ‘Ihe
version of H, (remote to and possessedby Hi) is denotedITr and
differs from I& in 2 ways: (1) information irrelevant outside H, is
not shadowed(e.g. the specific mappingsof data objectsonto their
containing N-Sets in H, is not required since all remote
communications are directed through gateway N-Sets), and (2)
additional information of value within die shadowing H-Set
augmentsH’r (e.g. identifying shadowswith their local N-Sets). I-&
would be generatedin Nsi horn the version receivedfrom NBp
All sites knowing an object (replication n shadow) are granted
either -licit or implicit update rights. Sites knowing a replication
are necessarilywithin H, and haveexplicit updatetights. Thesesites
may invoke update proceduresto revise all replications and issue
refreshedshadows.Sites knowing a shadow have implicit update
rights meaning that they may issue an updaterequestto I&,. H, is
not however bound to implementthe request”. It is thereforeonly
iii&say
to maintain strict consistency between the active
replicationsin &.

4.3 Enclosure Hierarchy Trees
The relationships and relative nestings between H-Sets may be
described by an Enclosure Hierarchy Tree (EHT). Each node of an

EHT representsa specific H-Set and indicates that it contains or
owns each of the descendantsubtrees.N-Setsare not reuresentedin
EHTs. The EHT including Hs spansthe entire netw;;;k Ad is called
the Global Enclosure Hierarchy Tree (GEHT). The GJZHT for the
samplenetwork of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3.
!t is unliiely that any site would know the GEHT. Insteadeach site
pose.sse-sa Local Enclosure Hierarchy Tree (LEHT) describingonly

that portion of the topology known locally (i.e. the LEHT defmes
the LKV). The nodes of an LEHT representknowledge&our HSets.The relative positiais of nodeswithin an LEHT am consistent
with the relative H-Set nestings defined by the GEHT. Individual
sites could not otherwise deduce the relationships between the
known H-Sets.This information is typically used&en determining
which remote H-Sets may be able to assist in the refinementof a
query (see $5). It is also required when changesto the network
topology alter the GEHT. Sites informed of the updatecould not
otherwiseinfer the scopeof the change.
Eight types of LEHT nodes have been identified representingfour
different classes of knowledge. Each class comprises a
complementaryset consisting of a knowledge and an “inverse”
knowledgeLEHT node. Knowledgenodesof type X(HJ (where X
is one of P, R. L or S as describedbelow) define different kinds of
information about IE, and where this infounation resides. The
inverse knowledge nodes X’(I-IJ identify those sites possessing
class X of knowledge. These nodes am possessedby the sites
identified by the X(HJ nodes. Xi a) information would typically
be used to distribute refreshedsnapshotsof both the user-perceived
ll.some
ranotc requcsu may have lo be leliwed by H, in order to pleserve
culaistcncy. e.xplainii why shadows may gg lx dire&y lpdated.
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Figure 3: Sample GEHT
(Network of Figure 2)
aud the metadataobjectsto the shadowingsites. An analysisof the
infomlation necessaryfor data location and updatedistribution [I, 21
suggeststhe following eight typesof LEHT nodes:
A description of H-Set & is possessedlocally.
Knowledge of & is atomic; all fragmentsE LGS of St
tlW~ownedwithhtH~~described.(i=1~r).
RemoteH-Set IE, is known to possessa description of
the local H-Set &. Relevant updatesto Ht of global
significance can therefore be directed to NB (e.g.
changeseffecting the set of availablefragmentsin Ht).
The existem%of remoteH-Set 9 is known locally. 9
is implicitly accessiblevia Nd and NEp
Remote H-Set IE, is known to know the existence of
local H-Set Ht. Relevant updates to Ht of global
significancecan themfarebe directedto N,
An N-Set in Ht is known to possessa descriptionof HSet Hi (i = 1 or r). These local shadowspermit the data
location algorithm to readily determinewhether Hi can
refine any portion of the query. Where 6 is a remote
H-Set &, L nodespermit the benefits of relaying to IE,
to be assessedwithin Ht. This helps avoid unprofitable
remote transactionsand reduces the overall cost and
delay of data location. H, is only aware that some
remote H-Set possessa shadowdescription of its local
H-Set The specialrole of this shadowis entirely local
to its containing H-Set.
The sites possessinga description of remote H-Set 9
know any local sites in HI possessing L nodes
referencingthis description.
Sites possessinga shadow copy of fragmentRf must
also possessan S nodeto be able to requestand receive
updates ccmeaning that shadow. This node type
identifies the local N-Setspossessinga version H, of the
H-Set H, owning R,“. H, neednot be directly known by
the shadowingsitesand is the minimal subsetof H: that
is sufficient to define H, (RX”).
H-Sets whose fragments are shadowed know which
remote H-Sets shadow which fragments. Nd can
therefore ensure that refreshed shadow copies are
distributed where requited following a local update.
Relevantupdatesto HI can also be directedto NB’ The
H-Set subsetH, would be generatedand distributed by
the gatewaysitesuossessinaS-’ nodes.
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Definitions of the information associatedwith each type of LEHT
node, where they are possessedand the resultantknowledgegamed
is given in Table 2. Underscoredquantitiesiu the schemadefinitions
indicate that the name rather than the v&c of the object is
referenced The knowledge operators (41. 0, K and K) used
throughout this section are defined in the Appendk This table
indicates that La) nodes,for example,are maintainedwithin HSets that may possessshadow copies of a remote H-Set. The
schemadefinition sayesthat the set of sitespossessingsomeversion
of remote H-Set H, is known at some site(s) within a local N-Set
Nk. Theposs&oncom%mimstatesthattheLEHTnodemustbe
possessedby some site S, within the local N-Set Nt. Tbe
hnowledge constraint defines the information gained by virtue of
possessingthe node, in this case the fact that remote H-Set & is
knownbythesiteinH~possessingtheL~)~~node.
While the schemadefinitions and knowledgeconstmintsof the P-l
and R-’ nodes are identical, their semanticsand applications am
quite distinct The sets K in their schemadefinitions are not @
becauseof the constraint that only the gateway sites of anotherHset may be known.
Some sample LEHTs for the network of Figme 2 and GEm of
Figure 3 are given in Figure 4.
4.4

Local Knowledge View Constraints

There are a seriesof local knowledge view constraints defting the
minimal knowledge that each site must possess.These constraints
ensurethat objects in other H-Setscan be located.that consistency
is maintainedbetweenreplications and that shadowedobjects may
be refreshed. These requirements are met by imposing two
completenessconstrolnts on the set of LEHTs: all GEHT nodes
(H-Sets) must be describedby at least one LEHT P node, and the
relative structureof the GEHT must be deducibleat all sites. The
following knowledge umsuaints ate propWed to satisfy these
requirements:
1. all sites within Nd possessthe knowledgekernel (see94.1).
2. gatewayN-Set sites possessP, L or R LEHT nodesfor each

descendant of Hs (i.e. this constraint defines what the
knowledgekesnelcmtains aboutHs).
3.

dl

Sites IlOt ill Nd kIlOW NS,

(i.e. kllOW

the iEtWOt’k

addlE’sseS

of eachof the sites in Nst.)
4. at leastone site in eachneighbourhoodpoesses a description

of the immediatelyenclosingH-Set Ht.
5. at least one site in eachneighbourhoodknows:
a

at

least the immediateancestorH-Set,and/or

b. allimmediate descendentH-Sets.
These constraintsare weak in the sensethat, from an information
thecretic point of view, a less stringent set of requirementscould be
dcduccd. The proposed set replicates scme knowledge for
operationalsimplicity and robustness.
5. DATA LOCATION

ALGORITHM

The basis of a data location algorithm is presentedto ilhtstrate the
typical application of the LKV. The algorithm relies on an heuristic
search hierarchy in which the scopeof the searchis progressively
increaseduntil the sought fragmentsare either locatedor found not
to exist. This hierarchyhas the following levels:
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TABLE 2: LEHT Node Definitions

Type

R-l@&)

constraints

Schema

Possession

Knowkdge

ain H-9

3S.e Ni:yP(HJ
VS,E Na:K”@(P(HJ)~leN,

3S.c Nl:$“H’r

<I&, K(Hr)>: K E N*

VS,E N&rT1(HJ

VS, E NJ: K” K(HJ

+r’

3S,e Ni:+“R(HJ
VS, E N&: PO(R(HJ)
AleN,

3S,e Nl:leI&

VS. E Nti: +“R-‘(Hr.)

VS. E N3: K” K(I+)

cJs1.@(I-&)>:Q E Nk E Hl

3S.e Nl:yL(Hi)

3S.o Nl:Ipfi

<I-&@(H’J>: 0~ YE Hl

3s.~ Nl:@‘L(HJ

3S.o Nl:d’I-J

<I-&K(H~>:KE

<I-J, @,(I$))>:

Nol

Q E Hl

<g @g-J)>:
0 E Nk E Hl A
R:E &~qsH:
<I-I- K(Hd. (R:: 3s. E &
s-’ o-4)

Q"R,~A&=H,,(R,J)x

3S,e Nke Hl:$‘L-‘(HJ
AVWJ
~S,E Nl:j?‘S(HJ
V&E Na:@‘S(HJ~PNo,
vs. E Q(HJ: y P(H&
VS, E N3: tjP S-l(&)

1

35,~ Nko &K”K(HJ
3s”~ Nl:leH,

VS, E N3: d’K(-HJ

KE N,
. If the.query cannotbe completelyrefined within any local N-Set,
then the residue is relayed through an artiadation point to other
N-Sets in the local neighbourhoodNHi. This processcontinues
until either the query is fully refined or NHr may not be explored
further.

(a) LEHT for S, E Hi

0 If the query cannot be fully refined within NHr thee an
exhaustivesearchfromtheroot(H3of~G~isbe~.
(Interrogating the LKV and exploring NH, is aualogous to
exploring the GRHT from the leavesupwardstowa& the root
If this search fails, due to the incompleteuessof the available
LEHTs,thenitisnecessarytobeginatopdownsearchRomthe
root of the GEHT.)
An outline of the data location proced~ is given below. A mom
complete algorithm that integratesrefinement of the global query
with LEHT-based navigation is described in 121. This version
assumesthe us& query is already r&red m the fmgmfmation
level. and that only a single fragmentR,” is sought:
1. ifKinitR~thenend.
2. V I$~P(H& if Rz E Hr (or IT’, if i=r) then end.
3. V@L(HJ: relay to S,oHr:YP(HJ
to intesrogate I-I’=
AwaitmspouseandendifR~nowlocated.

(b) LEHT for S, E Hs

Figure 4: Sample LEHTs (Network of Figure 2)
. The LKV is used to attempt local query refinement at the
initiating site Sti.
. Any residuesremaining after local refinementare distributed to
sites in a local N-Set to solicit sufficient knowledge.
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4. V#R(I-&): relay to NFc I& to intenogate I& Await
responseandendifR~nowlocated.
5. explore local neighbomhooduntil @ Rf or NH, exhausted.
EndifR,Onowlocated.
6. relaytoNJtobeginanexhaustivesearchfmn~rootofUle
GEHT (i.e. from II&. The user would typically interact or
otherwise limit the extent (and hence cost and delay) of the
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search.
This algorithm woukl be invoked as a preliminary phase of
psmesshg any query. It is therefore important to minimize the
assahbd ptoceshg delay to avoid creating a data location
%o&neck”.Someaspectsofthisproblemare.mportedhr[2].
6. CONCLUSION
The PIDDB @ass of replicated distributed data bases has been
identified and developed. It is characterized by limiting the
knowledgeavailable to each site to subserrof the sites and objects
inthenetwok’IhePIDDBclassisfullytransparentwithrespectto
data hgmentdon, location and replication. It is inherently suitable
for very large systemsand preservesthe autonomyof sub-domains.
No assumptionsare maderegarding the initial or current allocation
of data fragmentsto sites so that replicationsmay readily be created
or deleted within their owning domains. An heuristic network
topology~groups promsing sites into Neighbouring and HypersetS~-SetsendH-Sets)hasbeenproposedtoensurethatthedata
location pro&me is tractable. A tme description of this topology
has been preen& It has been shown how this representationcan
be transformedinto the local knowledgetreespossessed
by the sites.
The application of these trees to an algorithm for determining
fragmentlocationsduring query pmcessmghasbeendemonstrated.

Amechanismhasalsobeenpmposed[1]thatpermitsinformation
pmvidem to cooperate to defim distributed virtual objects using

umponents of their individually owned objects.lhese objects are
instadated and distributed as snapshotslike any other shadowed
object.The pmposedmechanismdefinesdistributedobjectsas views
[31on the gkhl schema
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APPENDIX: KNOWLEDGE

CALCULUS

The developmentand analysis of query execution strategiesin a
PIDDB often requires reasoningabout the knowledgepossessedby
the processingsites.A propositionalcalculus is presentedbelow that
simplifies the expressionand manipulationof that knowledge. Four
new knowledge operators in two classesare defined.
In addition to the usual structuraland value instanceinformation, an
object in a PIDDB is not fully describedwithout knowledgeof its
location. The boolean operators.rr and +, are useful for expressing
or testing this knowledge:
K

lpOBJ is TRUE if object OBJ is known at site S, (meaning
that OBJ is either possessed by S, or that the identity of
anothersite possessingOBJ is known by S3.

$

$I”OBJ is TRUE if objectOBJ is possessedby site S,.

Theseoperatorsare relatedby the inferencerule:
$“OBJ + lrOBJ
The truth of the assertions expressed with these opemtors is
independent of where the assertionis stated. For example, e3Rz

may be hue but unknown at Se OBJ may be either a data or meta
object,or a site. If OBJ is a site then the I$opemtoris not applicable
as the PIDDB framework dces not support the m&r of sites
‘possessing”eachother.
The secondclassof operators.K and 0, are macrosthat &fine the
set of sites knowing or possessingOBJ. This notation simplifies the
expressionof knowledgeschemasand constraints:
K(OBJ) = (S,: K”OBJ)
@(OBJ)= (S,: $“OBJ)

8. C. T. Yu. C. C. Chang. M. Templeton,D. Brill and E. Lund,
Query processing in a Fragmented Relational Distributed
System: Mermaid, IEEE Trams. on Sofiare Eng. SE-II , 8,
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